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Luxury motor yacht Bering 75 by Bering Yachts
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Luxury motor yacht Bering 75 by Bering Yachts represents a flagship of the Yachtship Series of motoryachts. This series
mixes up all of the seakeeping abilities of the Expedition series, while bringing a modern “contemporary” look and feel to
the design. Bering 75 yacht could be rightfully classified as an “expedition yacht” given her amazing capabilities.

Luxury expedition yacht Bering 75 by Bering Yachts

The heavy displacement motor yacht Bering 75, whose hull form takes design comes from the proven ocean going
commercial trawler, excels in the areas that matter most: a sea-kindly motion in heavy weather, reliability and ultimate
seaworthiness of design.

Bering 75 Yacht from above

Beyond using a proven hull design, the entire Bering line relies on a “heavy for size” approach to providing the uncommon
sea-kindly motion that very few if any recreational motoryachts are capable of delivering. A carefully designed low center of
gravity combined with the sheer mass of the vessel provides a reduction in roll moment and minimized pitching and
pounding that so many find unpleasant. This “heavy for size” approach is well proven in the commercial marine market where
vessel “weight” is really how one defines a vessel’s size as opposed to length. Note that the luxury yacht Bering 75 displaces
298 000 pounds at full load which is significantly more than her competitors!

Luxury yacht Bering 75 - Top View

While at sea, one’s peace of mind is of utmost importance, which is why in addition to the hull & structural design Bering puts
great emphasis on the reliability & durability of their motoryachts. The strict use of only commercially rated and internationally
sourced equipment on board ensures you will have minimal equipment related problems, and in the rare case that you do,
parts will be readily available regardless of your locale.

Bering 75 Yacht - aft view

A semi-custom build approach allows for true customization of the interior layout and appointments. Bering 75 yacht can be
configured in a variety of different ways depending on your particular desires.

Bering 75 Yacht - Exterior

Motor yacht Bering 75 offers her owners a luxury platform by which to cruise, especially for extended times exploring
coastlines or making longer passages. With tanks holding 7000 gallons of fuel, there really is no port out of your reach.
Travelling at efficient passage making speeds of around 8 knots your range is in excess of 3 000 nautical miles. Should your
plans not call for such distant voyages then you have the peace of mind knowing that a full load of fuel will last many months
of coastal cruising. Likewise, 1 000 gallons of fresh water capacity ensures a high quality of life, allowing extended hot water
showers without guilt as well as not having to run a water maker so frequently. Bering 75 yacht really is a cruisers delight!

Luxury motor yacht Bering 75

If you are feeling the call of the endless miles of pristine coastline and the vast stretches of blue open ocean that are the
world’s cruising grounds, you owe it to yourself to answer that call aboard your own Bering 75 yacht!
Technical Specifications of Bering 75 Yacht
LOA: 22.90m (75’2’’)
LWL: 21.44m (70’4’’)
Beam Overall: 6.80m (22’3’’)
Beam Molded 6.50m (21’3’’)
Ht. (Waterline to Bridge Top) 8.00m (24’7’’)
Draft (Full Fuel Load) 1.80m (6’)
Displacement (Light Load) 298.000 lbs (135.0 metric tons)
Fuel capacity 7000 gal (2650 l)
Water capacity 1000 gal (3800 l)
Speed (Cruise) 8 knots
Speed (Max) 11 knots

Range 3000+ NM
Design:
Exterior: Bering Yachts & Sabdes (Scott Blee)
Interior: Bering Yachts

Superyacht News Related to "Luxury motor yacht Bering 75 by Bering Yachts"
1. New 18m explorer motor yacht Bering 18 created by Sabdes Design for Bering Yachts
2. 24m explorer motor yacht Bering 24 designed by Sabdes Superyacht Design for Bering Yachts
3. Motor yacht Bering 80 by Bering Yachts
4. New Steel Ocean Going Motor Yacht Bering 75´
5. CMC Yachts 30m Explorer Motor Yacht E30 created by SABDES Design
Bering, Bering 75´, Bering Yachts, SABDES, Sabdes Design, Sabdes Superyacht Design

Flagship
Luxury motor yacht TALOS (ex
SHOGUN) is a 37,19m (122’)
charter yacht built by Flagship in
1993. Motor boat TALOS is
spacious and elegant and thanks
...

Pleas e contact CharterWorld - the luxury yacht charter specialist - for more on superyacht news item "Luxury motor yacht
Bering 75 by Bering Yachts".
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